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SUMMARY
Molecular biology tests based on identification, amplification and characterization of nucleic
acids have revolutionized diagnostic approach, inexact and time consuming tests are now replaced by
DNA analysis, much faster and accurate than traditional methods. One example in this direction
proved to be biological material analysis with origin establishment of the individual subjected to
investigation, through genetic fingerprinting techniques. Such techniques proved their superiority on
serological investigation, allowing better inclusion or exclusion of the individuals, a consequence of
strategic localization of genetic material subjected to investigation.
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SUMMARY
The mini-review covers some recent methods and applications of most advanced knowledge in the
field of molecular genetics, genetic engineering and animal science biotechnology with declared
intention of triggering a rapid modernization in the education system of veterinary students in
Romania. The PCR techniques increased considerably the sensitivity of DNA and ARN detection
providing a sensitive and reliable tool far pathogen identification, embryo sex determining or genetic
diseases diagnostic assays. The advantages of using the new generations of DNA-based vaccines have
also been considered. More than 430 genetic diseases are recognized and documented to date in dogs
alone. Gene therapy, tissue targeted drug delivery systems (DDS) and cell encapsulation
biotechnologies were all briefly described. The importance of transgenic animals technology in the
area of basic research and eventually in the alteration of some economically important traits in
livestock and fish was also presented. Conservation of indigen animal genetic resources by ex situ
approaches (domestic animal zoos, cryopreservation of semen, ova and embryos) ought to be
considered for a national strategy. There is a strong case to save and preserve individual genes or gene
combinations for possible future of in toto regeneration of certain strains and breeds at risk of
extinction. In order to speed up selection response, marker assisted selection (MAS), gene assisted
selection (GAS) and marker-quantitative trait loci (QTL) linkage considerations were analyzed.
Finally, food traceability from farm-to-fork and from fork-to-farm give an idea of how outstanding is
to raise permanent questions on food safety issues, how important is to identify farm animals by DNA
fingerprinting and how genetic biotechnologies could influence our health or our heath risks.
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SUMMARY
The establishing of the objective and the optimum breding technology depends on the
relative economic efficiency importance of the characters which places a main role in the breeding
decisions.
The most usual procedure of economic percentage estimation of the characters is the one of
estimation the characters percentage of the effect its increasing with one unit has had upon a global
indicator [1]. For building the partial regression ecuations which lead to price percentage creates
some difficulties and imposesother procedures searching which change the economic efficiency by
the economic efficiency [2] or replaces the global indicators with the distance to the final aim [1].
The aim of the researches was the estimation of the relative biologic importances of the
characters measured in the selection farms in Hampshire breed, no matter the dificulties created to
organization of swine breeding by the lack of an economic percentage estimation of the characters.
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SUMMARY
Knowing the relative economic importances imposes the selection on many characters [2].
Their differentiation is made by the effect each character modification has with a unit over the met
gain on animal [5].
Being the prices subjectivity and also their fluctuations it was searched the economic
efficiency replacing by the biologic efficiency [3].
After the primary fixing of the characters which could form the selection objective in the
Leghorn hen line, the present paper proposes to establish every character importance for mass of egg
per body weight unit maximization thus underlining the final objective of the selection.
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SUMMARY
General breeding value prediction uses as regression, in a way or another, the heritability
and as informative source, the own performance and the different relatives performances]. It is
questioned the problem of similitudes between the hierarchyzations made by the different estimated
of the breeding value.
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SUMMARY
Wool sheep breeding methods are developing fast, but before changing it is useful to know
more exactly the traditional work practices and their efficiency.
Previous researches noticed the fact that most of eliminations preced the sheep admission to
reproduction and there is a high positive correlation between the wool yield of the admitted sheep in
the genealogic book and the number of daughter kept for reproduction.
It was noticed that a large part of their selection effect is realized after admission to
reproduction.
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SUMMARY
The experiment was developed on honey bee colonies with different power (low, medium and
high), which was tree sources of feed: filbert, corn and red trefoil. The plant sources influenced the
chemical composition of pollen and the biological value. In harvest season, the pollen intake was
influenced by the development of honey bee colony, being bigger at the high power colony. The plant
sources with low biological value established the growth pollen intake.
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SUMMARY
The experiment was developed on honey bee colonies with medium power kept up into vertical beehives.
Before the hibernate, at the experimental group it was administrated substitute of pollen. Comparative
with the control group, the egg laying became earlier in springtime and the larva’s were uniform
distributed on the honeycombs.
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SUMMARY
The experiment was made on 30 boiler chickens, begining from 18 days of life, lasting 28
days. Chickens were randomly grouped in 6 groups, 5 experimental and a control group. A
comercial diet well balanced in nutrients were used for all groups. In experimental groups
the polyphenolic extracts were daily added in fodder using the dosis of 90 mg/kg b.w. At
the end of the experimental period the mean gain of body weight were: 768 g/chicken in
control group, 852 g, in E1 group (supplemented with extract of Hyppophae rhamnoides),
significantly higher than control (+ 84g); 824 g in E2 group (supplemented with extract of
Vitis vinifera) low significant difference from control. E3 group (supplemented with
Pleurotus spp. extract) realized the best body weight gain: 956 g, the difference from
control group being very significant (+ 188g). E4 group (treated with Agaricus spp extract)
and E5 group (treated with Rosa canina fruits extract) realized a whole gain of 884 g,
significant (+ 116g) in comparison with control. Healthy status, haematology and blood
biochemistry showed no significant differences between the groups
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